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Abstract
Microstrip antennas are low in profile and light in weight and they are now
developed for many applications. The main difficulty of the microstrip antenna is its
narrow bandwidth. Several modern applications like satellite communications, remote
sensing and multi-function radar systems will find it useful if there is a dual band antenna
operating from a single aperture. Some applications require covering both transmitting
and receiving frequency bands which are spaced apart. Providing multiple antennas to
handle multiple frequencies and polarizations becomes especially difficult if the available
space is limited as with airborne platforms and submarine periscopes.
Dual band operation can be realized from a single feed using slot loaded or
stacked microstrip antenna or two separately fed antennas sharing a common aperture.
The former design, when used in arrays, has certain limitations like complicated beam
forming or diplexing network and difficulty to realize good radiation patterns at both the
bands. The second technique provides more flexibility with separate feed system as
beams in each frequency band can be controlled independently. Another desirable feature
of a dual band antenna is easy adjustability of upper and lower frequency bands.
This thesis presents investigation of a new dual band antenna, which is a hybrid of
microstrip and waveguide radiating elements. The hybrid antenna is realized by forming
an open ended waveguide in the shorted region of a Shorted Annular Ring (SAR)
microstrip antenna. The SAR microstrip antenna acts as the low band radiator and the
open ended waveguide acts as the high band radiator. The upper to lower frequency ratio
can be controlled by the proper choice of various dimensions and dielectric material.
Operation in both linear and circular polarization is possible in either band. Moreover,
both broadside and conical beams can be generated in either band from this antenna
element.

Finite Element Method based software, HFSS and Method of Moments based
software, FEKO were employed to perform parametric studies of the proposed dual band
antenna. The antenna was not tested physically. Therefore, in most cases, both HFSS and
FEKO were employed to corroborate the simulation results.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The radiation from a microstrip line is reduced using thin substrate and high
relative dielectric constant. On the other hand, radiation efficiency is improved for a
microstrip antenna using thick substrate with low relative dielectric constant. Radiation
principle can be described from the field distribution between the patch and the ground
plane or from the surface current distribution on the patch.
The operation of microstrip antennas at dual frequency band poses some
challenge. This thesis presents investigation of a novel design of dual band hybrid
antenna element which uses a microstrip patch and an open ended waveguide radiator.

1.1 Conventional Techniques for Dual Band Microstrip Antennas
There are quite a few techniques available currently to achieve dual band
operation with microstrip antennas. The simplest way to operate a simple rectangular
patch at dual bands is to use the first resonance of the two orthogonal dimensions of the
rectangular patch which are the TM100 and TM010 modes. In this case, the frequency ratio
is approximately equal to the ratio between the two orthogonal sides of the patch. Besides,
multiple radiation elements are also used for operation at dual bands. A third popular
approach is the introduction of reactive loading to a single patch. A brief summery of
these major techniques are given below. Some other techniques are also employed. A
more elaborative description can be found in [1].
1.1.1 Use of Orthogonal Mode
These antennas are characterized by two resonances with orthogonal
polarizations. A limitation of this approach is that the two different frequencies excite
two orthogonal polarizations. These antennas are capable of simultaneous matching of
1

the input impedance at the two frequencies with a single feed structure. This may be
obtained with a probe-fed configuration, which is displaced from the two principal axes
of the patch. The performance of this approach in terms of matching level and
bandwidth is almost equal to that of the same patch fed separately on the two
orthogonal principal axes. This provides the possibility of using the well known design
formula for standard feeds. In general, the simultaneous matching level for structures
that provide the same polarizations at the two bands is worse with respect to the case
relevant to orthogonal polarization. Single feed dual matching may be obtained by using
slot coupling, in which the slot is inclined with respect to the microstrip feed line. The
required slot length and inclination angle can be approximately obtained by projecting
the slot onto the two orthogonal directions.
1.1.2 Use of Multiple Patches
The dual band operation can be achieved by means of multiple radiating elements,
each of them supporting strong currents and radiation at the resonance. This category
includes multi-layer stacked patches that can use patches of various shapes. These
antennas operate with the same polarization at the two frequencies, as well as with a dual
polarization. The same multilayer structures can also be used to broaden the bandwidth of
a single band antenna when the two frequencies are forced to be closely spaced. Multiband antennas can also be obtained by printing more resonators on the same substrate.
Radiation patterns can be consistent at all operating bands.
The above techniques allow only a limited value of the frequency ratio and they
are suitable for short-link transmit-receive modules or vehicular-satellite communications.
Some applications, such as Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and scatterometers, often
require a large separation between the bands and the multi-resonator structure must
involve patches of very different sizes. For a large separation between the two bands, the
criteria of a drastic separation of the patch antenna associated with each band can be
adopted. For example, the patches and the relevant feed networks for the two bands can
be stacked on two different substrates, thus obtaining two almost independent antennas.

2

1.1.3 Use of Reactive Loading to Patch
A very popular technique for obtaining a dual band behavior is to introduce a
reactive loading to a single patch. The simplest way is to connect a stub to one radiating
edge, in such a way as to introduce a further resonant length that is responsible for the
second operating frequency. An adjustable coaxial stub can be used or the stub can be
constituted by a microstrip. Loading the radiating edge with an inset or a spur-line is an
alternative way to introduce a dual band behavior that creates the same effect as the
microstrip loading effect, with the advantage of reduced size. However, both with stubs
and notches, the frequency ratio cannot be designed to be pretty high without introducing
strong cross-polarization levels or pattern distortion at the additional frequency. To obtain
higher values of the frequency ratio, different approaches have been proposed. It is
possible to modify the resonant frequency of the TM100 or TM300 mode, by using shorting
vias or lumped capacitors between the patch and the ground plane. Another kind of
reactive loading can be introduced by etching slots on the patch. The slot loading allows
for a strong modification of the resonant mode of a rectangular patch, particularly when
the slots are oriented to cut the current lines of the unperturbed mode.

1.2 Applications of Dual Band Microstrip Antennas
Microstrip antennas have attractive features like low profile and light weight but
its main disadvantage is an intrinsic limitation in bandwidth, which is due to the resonant
nature of the patch structure. In applications in which the increased bandwidth is needed
for operating at two separate sub-bands, a valid alternative to the broadening of total
bandwidth is represented by dual band microstrip antennas.
Modern communication systems, such as, Global Positioning System (GPS),
Satellite Digital Audio Radio Service (SDARS), Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN)
and Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPAN) usually require antennas with
compactness and low cost. They often require dual band operation and the requirement is
obvious when the same antenna supports multiple applications. Thus they find dual band
microstrip antennas very useful and sometimes unavoidable. The need to operate at dual
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band can especially arise in vehicular-satellite communication systems where low cost
antennas with an almost isotropic pattern over the upper hemisphere are required.
Because of their lightness and compactness, dual band microstrip antennas are well
suitable for systems to be mounted on airborne platforms, like Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR) and scatterometers. It is also suitable for use in submarine periscopes. Thus the
proposed dual band antenna can find potential applications in all these areas. The easy
adjustability of upper and lower frequency bands of the proposed design can help it to fit
in various applications. The dual band antenna can also be used when transmission and
reception occur at different polarization.

4

Chapter 2
Design Considerations
Investigation of a new dual band antenna is presented in this thesis. The dual band
antenna is basically composed of two kinds of radiating elements. One of them is a ring
microstrip antenna and the other is an open ended waveguide. Two basic kinds of designs
are investigated. One has a circular shape and the other has a square shape. The circular
shape was first designed and investigated. When it was found to operate successfully, the
square shape was investigated with an analogous design. The design principles for the
circular shape are described in this chapter.

2.1 Shorted Annular Ring (SAR) Microstrip Antenna
Annular ring and rectangular or square ring are popular geometries for microstrip
antennas. They have one more design variable than the conventional circular patch which
is the inner dimension. Both inner and outer dimensions can be used to control the
resonant frequency of the patch. They also generally offer greater impedance bandwidth.
The proposed design uses a variant ring patch antennas where the patch is shorted to the
ground at the distance of the inner radius. In the circular case, it is called Shorted Annular
Ring (SAR) patch and it can offer some special advantages. Its properties and advantages
are explained below.
2.1.1 Surface Wave
A common problem in microstrip antennas is that surface waves are excited for
practical substrates. Surface waves are modes of propagation supported by a grounded
substrate. These waves spread out in a cylindrical fashion around the excitation point
with field amplitudes decreasing with distance. They are incident on the ground plane,
get reflected from there and then meet the dielectric-air surface, which also reflects them.
5

Following this zigzag path, they finally reach the boundaries of the microstrip
structure where they are reflected back and diffracted by the edges giving rise to end-fire
radiation. On the way to the boundary, if there is any other antenna in proximity, the
surface waves can become coupled to it.
The two types of surface wave modes possible in the microstrip antennas are TM
and TE. In TM surface waves, the electric field forms loops that extend vertically out of
the surface and the magnetic field is parallel to the surface. In TE surface waves, the
electric field is parallel to the surface and the magnetic field forms loops that extend
vertically out of the surface. The cut-off frequencies for different surface wave modes are
given by,
fc =

nc

(1)

4h ε r − 1

where c is the velocity of light in free space, h is the substrate thickness and εr is
the dielectric constant of the substrate.
n = 1, 3, 5………gives TEn modes and n = 0, 2, 4………gives TMn modes.
Evidently, TM0 mode has a zero cut-off frequency and can get excited at any operating
frequency. It will even propagate on very thin substrates having low dielectric constant
values at nearly the velocity of light. However, usually the thickness and dielectric
constant of substrate are low enough to make the cut-off frequencies of all other modes
very high and then other modes do not pose any problem.
If the substrate thickness is h, the radial propagation constant for TM0 mode
surface wave, βTM 0 in a lossless substrate is given by,

βTM

0

2
 1  ε −1
 
r
≈ k0 1 + 
k0 h  
 2  ε r
 

If the substrate is electrically thin, k0h will be small and we get

βTM ≈ k0

(2)

0

The power launched into the surface wave is wastage and reduces radiation
efficiency. The surface wave power diffracts from the edges of the substrate. Thus it can
manifest itself in increasing the cross-polarization levels and scalping in the radiation
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pattern. Furthermore, surface waves give rise to increased mutual coupling between
various elements of an array.
2.1.2 Surface Wave Reduction Technique
Jackson, et al [2] proposed techniques which can greatly reduce surface wave
excitation in microstrip antennas. The technique states that a ring of magnetic current in a
substrate will not excite the TM0 surface wave provided the radius of the magnetic
current is chosen to be a particular critical value. According to the equivalence principle
and the cavity model, a circular microstrip patch can be modeled as a ring of magnetic
current for computing exterior radiation. A circular patch having the same critical radius
as the magnetic current ring will not excite the TM0 surface wave.
In order to explain the technique proposed by Jackson, et al [2], let us first
consider the principle of a circular patch with radius, a as shown in Fig. 2-1.
Z

a

Patch

Substrate

Ground Plane

Figure 2-1. Circular Microstrip Antenna

Cavity model will be used in the explanation. In this model, the interior region
under the patch is modeled as a cavity. It assumes that the substrate is very thin compared
to the free space wavelength and so the fields in the interior region do not vary along the
z direction. It also assumes that the electric field is only z directed and the magnetic field
has only transverse components in the interior region. This assumption provides electric
walls at the top and bottom of the interior region. A third assumption is that the electric
7

current in the patch has no component normal to the edge of the patch. This assumption
provides a magnetic wall all along the periphery. Thus, in cylindrical coordinates, Eρ = Eϕ = H z = 0 .

The solution of the wave equation for the electric field in the interior region under
the circular patch is as follows. Time variation factor, ejωt will be assumed and suppressed.
Ez = E0 J n ( k ρ ) cos nϕ

(3)

Here Jn(.) is the Bessel function of the first kind. The other field components can
be derived from (3) as,
Hρ =

j ∂Ez
jn
=−
E J ( k ρ ) sin nϕ
ωµρ ∂ϕ
ωµρ 0 n

(4)

j ∂Ez
jk
=−
E J ′ ( k ρ ) cos nϕ
ωµ ∂ρ
ωµ 0 n

(5)

Hϕ = −

The current in the inner surface of the patch can be calculated from
J =zXH
= ρ Hϕ − ϕ H ρ

But at the edge of the patch, the ρ component of the surface current must vanish.
Assuming the patch radius, a

Jρ = 0

at ρ = a

This requires,
Hϕ = 0

at ρ = a

or the existence of magnetic wall all along the periphery which was mentioned
before as a property of cavity model. This gives the necessary condition for resonant
frequency from (5) as,
J n′ ( ka ) = 0

(6)

The different values of n and different solutions for each value of n give different
TMnm modes of operation. The root of the derivative of Bessel function attain a minimum
value, 1.8412 for n = m = 1 according to Table 1. This gives the minimum patch size at a
particular frequency.
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Table 1. The Root of the Derivative of Bessel Function

Roots
1

3.8317

1.8412

3.0542

4.2012

5.3175

2

7.0156

5.3314

6.7061

8.0152

9.2824

3

10.1735

8.5363

9.9695 11.3459 12.6819

4

13.3237 11.7060 13.1704 14.5858 15.9641

So the required patch size for resonance at a specific frequency is,
aresonance =

1.8412
k

aresonance =

1.8412
k0 ε r

or,
(7)

For TM11 mode operation, (3) can be modified as
Ez = E0 J1 ( k ρ ) cos ϕ

(8)

The radiation fields of the circular patch antenna can be derived from the Ez field
across the aperture between the patch and the ground plane at ρ = a using vector electric
potential. In an alternative but rigorous approach, the radiation fields can be determined
from the electric current on the surface of the patch using vector magnetic potential.
Using the first approach because of its simplicity, the magnetic current equivalent of the
aperture electric field is calculated first as,
M = E X ρ = ϕ EZ = ϕ E0 J1 ( k ρ ) cos ϕ

(9)

This magnetic ring current model is only approximate because this simple cavity
model accounts for a perfect magnetic wall along the aperture which is not exactly true.
The magnetic current decreases progressively beyond the edge of patch and causes
fringing fields at the aperture. Carver and Coffey [3] suggested that a slot width equal to
the substrate thickness with uniform electric field Ez therein can effectively account for
the fringing fields. So, the magnetic current can be assumed to exist with its value given
in (9) throughout a radial extent equal to the substrate thickness, h.
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The vector electric potential can be calculated by integrating the magnetic current
over the aperture with radial extent, h and the far fields can be determined from this
potential. The following direct formula for the far fields, Eθ and Eφ can be used for this
purpose,
− jk0 e − jk0 r
Eθ =
4π r
Eϕ =

2π

∫ ∫ρ M ( ρ ,ϕ ′) cos (ϕ ′ − ϕ ) e

jk0 ρ sin θ cos (ϕ ′−ϕ )

ρ d ρ dϕ ′

(10)

0

− jk0 e − jk0 r cos θ
4π r

2π

∫ ∫ρ M ( ρ ,ϕ ′) sin (ϕ ′ − ϕ ) e

jk0 ρ sin θ cos (ϕ ′−ϕ )

ρ d ρ dϕ ′ (11)

0

where (r, θ, φ) are spherical coordinates and (ρ, φ/, z) are cylindrical coordinates.
From (9) and (10),
2π a + h

Eθ =

− jk0 e − jk0 r
E0 ∫
4π r
0

∫ J ( k ρ ) cos ϕ ′ cos (ϕ ′ − ϕ ) e
1

jk0 ρ sin θ cos (ϕ ′−ϕ )

ρ d ρ dϕ ′

a

or,
2π

Eθ =

− jk0 e − jk0 r
′−
ahE0 J1 ( ka ) ∫ cos ϕ ′ cos (ϕ ′ − ϕ )e jk0 a sin θ cos(ϕ ϕ ) dϕ ′
4π r
0

After integration, as shown by Long and Shen [4],
− jk0 e − jk0 r
Eθ =
ahE0 J1 ( ka ) cos ϕ J1′ ( k0 a sin θ )
2r

(12)

This is an expression for radiating slots in free space. The effect of ground plane
and substrate can be included multiplying by 2 as an approximation of the factor given by
Jackson and Alexopoulos [5]. Thus,
Eθ =

− jk0 e − jk0 r
ahE0 J1 ( ka ) cos ϕ J1′ ( k0 a sin θ )
r

(13)

− je − jk0 r
hE0 J1 ( ka ) sin ϕ cot θ J1 ( k0 a sin θ )
r

(14)

Similarly,
Eϕ =

Then the radiated power can be obtained from
Pr =

1
2η0

∫ ∫ ( Eθ

2

+ Eϕ

2

) r sin θ dθ dϕ
2

(15)

Now, in addition to the desired radiation as expressed in (13), (14) and (15), the
magnetic current ring in (9) will also generate TM0 surface wave at any frequency. The
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TM0 surface wave field from a single Hertzian dipole of magnetic current located at a
height, z0 above the ground plane has the general form as follows,

ψ = A ( z, z0 ) H1( 2) ( βTM ρ ) sin ϕ

(16)

0

where A(z, z0) is an amplitude factor depends on the height of the source above
the ground plane, z0 and the height of the observation point above the ground plane, z.
H1(2) (.) represents Hankel function of the second kind.
If there is a ring of magnetic current with radius, a and it is expressed as,
M = ϕ K cos ϕ

(17)

then the surface wave fields from the magnetic current ring can be found form the fields
of the Hertzian dipole, integrating (16) over the current ring. Jackson, et al [2] shows it to
come out as,

ψ ring = −2π aB ( z ) H1( 2) ( βTM ρ ) cos ϕ J1′ ( βTM a )
0

0

(18)

where B(z) is another amplitude function.
(18) states that the magnetic current ring will not excite TM0 surface wave
provided the ring radius, a is chosen to satisfy,

(

)

J1′ βTM 0 a = 0

(19)

So according to Table 1, the smallest size of such a magnetic current ring can be
obtained from

βTM a = 1.8412
0

Therefore, if the radius of a circular patch is chosen to satisfy the above condition
then considering a PMC all along its periphery and neglecting fringing fields, the
magnetic current at its aperture will not excite TM0 surface wave. So, the required patch
radius in order to get reduced surface wave is,
aRSW =

1.8412

βTM

0

Using (2), we have,
aRSW ≈

1.8412
k0

(20)
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The patch size in (20) does not take into account fringing. Fringing makes the
patch look electrically larger. In order to attain an effective patch radius equal to aRSW , A
correction given by L.C. Shen, et al [6] can be introduced where the actual patch radius,
a is related to the effective radius, aRSW as follows,

aRSW = a


2h   π a 

ln 
1 +
 + 1.7726 

 π aε r   2h 

(21)

However, two minor sources of surface wave still exist when the above condition
is satisfied. Firstly, the existence of fringing fields at the aperture will invalidate the
model of magnetic current ring source of surface wave excitation. So, there will be some
surface wave excitation because of fringing fields. Secondly, the feeding mechanism can
excite some surface wave.
Comparison of (7) and (20) shows two contradictory requirements of patch radius
for a specific frequency since εr is always greater than 1. Therefore, the ordinary circular
microstrip antenna shown in Fig. 2-1 cannot be designed to avoid TM0 surface wave
excitation. Jackson, et al [2] proposed two alternate design techniques where (20) can be
satisfied. One of them will be discussed next.
2.1.3 SAR-RSW Microstrip Antenna

The Shorted Annular Ring (SAR) microstrip antenna is an annular ring microstrip
antenna with its inner periphery short circuited to the ground. Its cross sectional view is
shown in Fig. 2-2.

Figure 2-2. Shorted Annular Ring (SAR) Microstrip Antenna
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The SAR microstrip antenna was first investigated by Goto’s group [7-8] for dual
frequency use and subsequently as a circular polarization self-diplexing antenna [9] for
mobile communications. Lin and Shafai [10] have used cavity method to analyze the
characteristics of TM11 as well as TM21 modes of SAR patch antenna. Iwasaki and
Suzuki investigated an electromagnetically coupled shorted patch antenna [11] and
Boccia, et al. reported GPS application of elliptical annular microstrip antenna [12].
Jackson, et al [2] showed that reduced surface wave excitation can be achieved by
proper choice of the inner and outer radii of a SAR microstrip antenna. Therefore, if SAR
microstrip antenna is designed accordingly, it is then known as Shorted Annular Ring
Reduced Surface Wave (SAR-RSW) microstrip antenna.
Cavity model can be used to explain the design principle of the Shorted Annular
Ring Reduced Surface Wave (SAR-RSW) microstrip antenna. Assuming a and b as its
outer and inner radii, there are electric walls at ρ = b and z = 0, h. This gives the solution
for the electric field in the cavity, Ez as follows,


J ( kb )
Ez = E0  J n ( k ρ ) − n
Yn ( k ρ )  cos nϕ
Yn ( kb )



(22)

where Jn(.) and Yn(.) are the Bessel functions of the first and second kind. From
(22), we get,
Hρ =


J n ( kb )
j ∂Ez nH 0 
=
Yn ( k ρ )  sin nϕ
Jn (k ρ ) −
ωµρ ∂ϕ
jk ρ 
Yn ( kb )


(23)



J ( kb )
j ∂Ez
= jH 0  J n′ ( k ρ ) − n
Yn′ ( k ρ )  cos nϕ
ωµ ∂ρ
Yn ( kb )



(24)

Hϕ = −

Cavity model has another boundary condition which is the existence of magnetic
wall all along the outer periphery. Satisfying Hφ = 0 at ρ = a in (24), the following
characteristic equation is obtained as the condition for resonance,
J n′ ( ka ) Yn ( kb ) − J n ( kb ) Yn′ ( ka ) = 0

(25)

If the values of a,b and εr are given, the frequency can be varied and a number of
roots of (25) can be determined for n = 0,1,2,3 etc. These give the different resonant
TMnm modes of operation of the SAR microstrip antenna.
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An interesting feature of the SAR microstrip antenna is that the lowest order
mode, TM01 produces a conical radiation pattern unlike the conventional microstrip
antennas. This result was first reported by Goto and Kaneta [8] for use as a planar conical
beam antenna.
The next mode, TM11 produces a broadside radiation pattern and gives better gain.
For operation of the SAR microstrip antenna in TM11 mode, (22) and (25) can be
modified as follows.


J ( kb )
Ez = E0  J1 ( k ρ ) − 1
Y1 ( k ρ )  cos ϕ
Y1 ( kb )



(26)

J1′ ( ka ) Y1 ( kb ) − J1 ( kb ) Y1′( ka ) = 0

(27)

Evidently, (26) yields a magnetic current ring at the aperture which has the form
given in (17). Therefore, if the outer radius, a is chosen to satisfy (20), it will not excite
TM0 surface wave. (27) manifests its difference in design procedure with the
conventional circular patch. It has one more design variable than the conventional
circular patch which is the inner radius. Both the inner and outer dimensions can be used
to control the resonant frequency. So, if the outer radius, a is chosen to satisfy (20) at a
particular frequency, (27) can still be satisfied for the same frequency by setting proper
value for the inner radius, b. Thus, Shorted Annular Ring (SAR) microstrip antenna can
be designed to alleviate TM0 surface wave excitation and such a design is called Shorted
Annular Ring Reduced Surface Wave (SAR-RSW) microstrip antenna.
It may be noted here that the ordinary annular ring microstrip antenna is not
suitable for this technique because it has magnetic current ring at both ρ = a and ρ = b.
The radiation fields in TM11 mode of the SAR microstrip antenna can be
determined in a similar approach as shown in case of circular patch but it involves
formidable integration step. Lin and Shafai [10] gave approximate solution of the
integration. They also plotted radiation patterns for various outer and inner radii from
their approximate expressions of radiation fields. One of these radiation patterns is
plotted for outer radius, 24.95 mm and inner radius, 14.16 mm which are close to what
are used in the prototype design presented in the next section. The substrate had dielectric
constant, 2.52 and thickness, 1.585 mm. These analytical radiation patterns are shown in
Fig. 2-3 with normalized gain. It has HPBW, 50o in E-plane and 70o in H-plane.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2-3. Analytical Radiation Pattern of SAR Microstrip Antenna: (a) E-Plane (b) H-Plane
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The simulated radiation patterns of the SAR patch of the prototype design can be
expected to be similar to the analytical radiation patterns in Fig. 2-3 because of the
proximity in their dimensions.
The great reduction of surface wave in Shorted Annular Ring Reduced Surface
Wave (SAR-RSW) Microstrip Antenna will alleviate all problems of surface wave
mentioned in section 2.1.1. Moreover, it will also have a reduced space wave radiation
along the air-dielectric interface. This is because the space wave field along an interface
is dominated by the lateral wave which is a component of the continuous spectrum space
wave field that propagates radially with a wave number k0. The magnetic current ring
radius chosen to satisfy (20) is a condition for reduction of the TM lateral wave
component.
The SAR-RSW design makes the SAR microstrip antenna kind of large because
the outer radius of the patch is independent of dielectric constant. But this large size will
yield better directivity which is verified by Lin and Shafai [10].
2.1.4 MATLAB Program for SAR-RSW Microstrip Antenna Design

(20), (21) and (27) give the necessary relationships for the design of SAR-RSW
patch dimension for specific resonant frequency and substrate properties. First, using (20),
the required effective outer radius of the patch can be calculated. Then using (27), the
inner radius can be calculated from the effective outer radius. Finally, using (21), the
actual outer radius corresponding to the effective outer radius can be determined. The
following MATLAB program was developed for this computation.
Main program
global k ae h dielec
fr=input('Please enter resonant frequency in GHz : ');
dielec=input('Please enter the relative dielectric constant of the substrate : ');
h= input('Please enter the height of the substrate in mm : ');
ko= 2*pi*fr/300;%calculating wave number for free space
k=ko*sqrt(dielec);%calculating wave number for substrate
ae= 1.8412/ko;%calculating effective outer radius of the patch
outer=fzero(@patchrad,ae);%calculating physical outer radius of the patch taking
fringing into account
inner = fzero(@besseleqn,ae/2);%calculating inner radius of the patch
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disp('The value of the outer radius of patch in mm :'),disp(outer)
disp('The value of the inner radius of patch in mm :'),disp(inner)
Subprogram 1
function f = besseleqn(b)
global k ae
ka=k*ae;
kb=k*b;
f=(besselj(0,ka)-besselj(2,ka))*(bessely(1,kb))-(besselj(1,kb))*((bessely(0,ka))(bessely(2,ka)));
Subprogram 2
function f=patchrad(a)
global ae h dielec
f = ae-(a*sqrt(1+(2*h/(pi*a*dielec))*(log(pi*a/(2*h))+1.7726)));
The patch dimension obtained using the above program may be adjusted through
simulations for optimized performance. If there is patch dimension available from
simulation results, it may be useful to compute the resonant frequency and the frequency
at which surface wave is minimized. This can help make sure if these two frequencies
are same or close enough and also compare the resonant frequency from equations and
simulations. For such computation the following MATLAB program was developed.
Main program
global dielec ae b
a=input('Please enter outer radius of patch in mm : ');
b=input('Please enter inner radius of patch in mm : ');
dielec=input('Please enter the relative dielectric constant of the substrate : ');
h= input('Please enter the height of the substrate in mm : ');
ae=a*sqrt(1+(2*h/(pi*a*dielec))*(log(pi*a/(2*h))+1.7726));
if b==0
resfreq=1.8412*300/(2*pi*ae*sqrt(dielec));
else
resfreq = fzero(@besselfr,4);
end
konew= 1.8412/ae;
swf=konew*300/(2*pi);
disp('The value of the resonant frequency in GHz :'),disp(resfreq)
disp('The value of the frequency in GHz at which surface wave is minimized :'),disp(swf)
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Subprogram
function f = besselfr(fr)
global dielec ae b
ko= 2*pi*fr/300;%calculating wave number for free space
k=ko*sqrt(dielec);%calculating wave number for substrate
ka=k*ae;
kb=k*b;
f=(besselj(0,ka)-besselj(2,ka))*(bessely(1,kb))-(besselj(1,kb))*((bessely(0,ka))(bessely(2,ka)));

2.2

The proposed Design: A Prototype Case
The proposed design is presented below using a prototype case. It is a dual band

circular microstrip/waveguide hybrid antenna operated for linear polarization.
The proposed dual band antenna has a SAR-RSW patch designed to operate at
lower frequency band. The SAR-RSW patch will possess all of its advantages outlined in
section 2.1.3. The ground plane in its shorted annular region at the center which is the
part, BC in Fig. 2-2 does not contribute to its operation. So, this part can be removed and
an aperture at the center is then created. This aperture is used as an open-ended
waveguide radiator and it is designed to operate at the higher frequency band. The
dimensions and dielectric materials of the SAR patch antenna and the waveguide radiator
are appropriately chosen for the required dual band operation. Thus the configuration
becomes as shown in Fig. 2-4.
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Figure 2-4. The Proposed Dual Band Hybrid Antenna

The cut-off frequency of the dominant mode for the waveguide defines its higher
band frequency. It will be shown later that this frequency can be changed. In general, the
cut-off frequency of the dominant mode is far above the lower band frequency. Thus the
waveguide acts as a high pass filter in the lower band and yields good isolation between
the ports.
The design steps for this prototype design of the dual band antenna are described
next.
2.2.1 Radiating Elements

For the prototype design, the lower frequency of operation is chosen as 3 GHz.
The starting point for the design of the dual band antenna is the design of SAR patch
antenna in isolation. The substrate parameters are chosen as, thickness, h = 2.54 mm and
permittivity εr = 2.2. This choice will be explained later. But it should now be checked if
any other modes of surface wave get excited because the SAR patch will be designed
only to avoid TM0 surface wave excitation.
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Using (1) the cut-off frequency for the next mode of surface wave, TE1 is
calculated for h = 2.54 mm and εr = 2.2 and it is found as 27 GHz which is too high to
cause the mode excited.
Now, the first MATLAB program presented in section 2.1.4 can be invoked to
compute the inner and outer radii of the SAR patch. The program output is as follows,
Please enter resonant frequency in GHz : 3
Please enter the relative dielectric constant of the substrate : 2.2
Please enter the height of the substrate in mm : 2.54
The value of the outer radius of patch in mm : 27.6577
The value of the inner radius of patch in mm : 13.3053
The dimension from the program output can be checked and adjusted for optimum
performance through simulations. This requires repetitive simulation and then checking
return loss and gain of the antenna. As will be depicted next, the feed position also needs
to be adjusted through simulation. So the repetitive simulations are required to optimize
all three parameters, outer and inner radii and feed position simultaneously. This was
accomplished using the software FEKO [14]. As the program output shows, the outer to
inner radius ratio was very close to 2. During the repetitive simulations, an attempt was
made if this ratio could be made exactly 2. It resulted outer and inner radii as 27.8 mm
and 13.9 mm respectively which were slightly different from the program output.
It will now be interesting to compute the resonant frequency and the frequency at
which surface wave is minimized for the adjusted patch dimension invoking the second
MATLAB program presented in section 2.1.4. It may be noted that the resonant
frequency and the frequency at which surface wave is minimized can be little different
for the adjusted patch dimension. The program output is as follows,
Please enter outer radius of patch in mm : 27.8
Please enter inner radius of patch in mm : 13.9
Please enter the relative dielectric constant of the substrate : 2.2
Please enter the height of the substrate in mm : 2.54
The value of the resonant frequency in GHz : 3.0823
The value of the frequency in GHz at which surface wave is minimized : 2.9853
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The resonant frequency and the frequency at which surface wave is minimized
came out to be negligibly different and they are very close the design frequency of
operation, 3 GHz. It will be shown from simulation that the frequency at which surface
wave is minimized falls within the impedance bandwidth of the antenna.
After setting the dimension of the SAR patch antenna, its shorted annular region
will be used as an open-ended waveguide radiator for operation at higher frequency. The
available circular waveguide radius is 13.9mm neglecting the waveguide wall thickness.
The cut-off frequency for a circular waveguide is given by,
f cn ,m =

′
cxnm
2π a µr ε r

(28)

′ is
where a is the radius of the circular aperture, c is the velocity of light and xnm
the root of the derivative of Bessel function. If the waveguide is left unloaded, the cut-off
frequencies of different modes for this waveguide are shown in Table 2 according to (28).
Table 2. Cut-off Frequencies of Different Modes for Unloaded Circular Waveguide
TE Modes

Cut-off Frequency (GHz)

TM Modes

Cut-off Frequency (GHz)

TE01

13.16

TM01

8.26

TE02

24.09

TM02

18.97

TE11

6.33

TM11

13.16

TE12

18.32

TM12

24.09

TE21

10.49

TM21

17.63

TE22

23.06

TM22

28.93

As shown in Table 2, TE11 Mode is the dominant mode which has cut-off
frequency, 6.33 GHz and the next mode, TM01 has cut-off frequency, 8.26 GHz.
Assuming a margin of about 16% from 6.33 GHz, the higher band frequency can be
chosen around 7.3 GHz. The antenna was simulated using HFSS [13] and FEKO [14]
over frequency range from 7.1 GHz through 7.5 GHz.
2.2.2 Excitation Technique

The patch of the proposed dual band antenna was simulated with probe feeding
although other feeding techniques could be employed. In the model used for simulation, a
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probe extended through the ground plane and substrate and was connected to the patch.
The probe was the inner conductor of a coaxial line. This requires SMA male connectors.
Probe feeding can be a good choice for the proposed antenna as it will probably
be the most efficient feed mechanism. It provides a direct contact with the antenna.
Moreover, most of the feed network where phase shifters and filters may be located is
isolated from the patch via a ground plane. This minimizes spurious radiation. Besides,
the proposed design is no longer single layer geometry and this extra complicacy in
manufacturing has to be undergone anyway. In this case, probe feeding will not add much
complicacy to the manufacture process. However, probe feeding can give smaller
bandwidth and it can generate some cross-polarized field.
The design procedure of probe-fed patch involves determination of proper feed
position. As 50Ω is the normally used impedance for the probe, this requires a position on
the patch that corresponds to 50Ω input impedance. An input impedance less than 50Ω
will give under coupling and input impedance more than 50Ω will give over coupling.
The proper feed position was determined through repetitive simulations and
checking the return loss at resonance. As mentioned before, the repetitive simulation was
actually carried out to determine all three parameters, outer and inner radii and feed
position simultaneously. The adjustment of feed position through simulations required an
idea of variation of input impedance along the patch radius. This can be estimated from
(26). The variation of Ez with distance from the inner radius towards the edge was plotted
using (26) for the prototype design. It is shown in Fig. 2-5.
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Figure 2-5. Variation of Ez with distance along patch radius for SAR Microstrip Antenna

It can be inferred from the plot that the input impedance of the antenna will
increase smoothly as the feed position is moved from the inner radius towards the patch
edge. For the prototype design of circular patch, a feed position, 19.9 mm away form the
center was found to give critically coupled patch from simulations on FEKO [14]. For the
prototype design of square patch, HFSS [13] was used to determine the feed position and
a feed position, 17.5 mm away from the center gave critically coupled patch.
In modeling the probe, thin pins were used. Thin pins are practically
recommended to minimize conductor loss associated with the pin. Moreover, thinner pins
yield low cross polarization level. The pin was carefully modeled such that it does not
extend beyond the top of the patch metal because it is likely to generate more crosspolarized radiation in that case.
2.2.3 Substrate

The substrate in microstrip antennas needs to be carefully chosen such that both
of its electrical and mechanical properties simultaneously satisfy the antenna
requirements. The dielectric constant of the substrate material is an important design
parameter. A low dielectric constant is used in the prototype design because it gives
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better efficiency and bandwidth. A lower dielectric constant has lower Q and so higher
bandwidth. The low value of dielectric constant increases the fringing field at the patch
periphery and thus increases the radiated power. As mentioned before, the SAR patch
will have some surface wave excited because of fringing fields and feeding mechanism.
A low dielectric constant will give less power loss due to surface wave. The proposed
design has patch size independent of dielectric constant. So the way of reduction of patch
size using higher dielectric constant no longer works here. Therefore, substrates with
dielectric constant less than 2.5 can be preferred in the proposed dual band antenna.
RT/Duroid 5880 was chosen as the substrate material in the prototype design. This is a
composite substrate with dielectric constant, 2.2. RT/Duroid 5880 is available in large
sizes. It has good mechanical properties and it allows antenna fabrication with standard
printed circuit techniques.
A small value of loss tangent is always preferable in order to reduce dielectric loss.
RT/Duroid 5880 is good in this regard. It has loss tangent, 0.0009. The small loss tangent
was neglected in the simulation.
Substrate thickness is another important design parameter. Thick substrate
increases the fringing field at the patch periphery like low dielectric constant and thus
increases the radiated power. It also gives lower Q and so higher bandwidth. Moreover, it
provides better mechanical strength. However, thick substrate has some disadvantages
such as, it increases weight, dielectric loss, surface wave loss and extraneous radiations
from the probe feed. A moderately thick substrate with thickness of 2.54 mm was used in
the prototype design.

2.3 Adjustment of Higher Frequency Band
The design of the proposed dual band hybrid antenna described in the preceding
section starts with the specified lower frequency band and then it defines waveguide
dimension and thus also defines the higher frequency band. Although the dimension of
waveguide is fixed, the higher band frequency can actually be reduced by dielectric
loading the waveguide. According to (28), the cut-off frequency can be changed to a
desired value by loading of the waveguide with dielectric material of appropriate
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permittivity. For example, if the higher frequency of operation is required to be made 4.2
GHz, then the waveguide can be loaded with a dielectric material of permittivity 3.0. This
makes the cut-off frequencies for different modes as shown in Table 3 according to (28).
Table 3. Cut-off Frequencies of Different Modes for Loaded Circular Waveguide
TE Modes

Cut-off Frequency (GHz)

TM Modes

Cut-off Frequency (GHz)

TE01

7.60

TM01

4.77

TE02

13.91

TM02

10.95

TE11

3.65

TM11

7.60

TE12

10.58

TM12

13.91

TE21

6.05

TM21

10.18

TE22

13.31

TM22

16.70

The dielectric loading makes the cut-off frequency of the dominant TE11 mode,
f c 1,1 = 3.65 GHz and that of the next mode TM01, 4.77 GHz. Allowing a margin of about
16% from 3.65 GHz, the higher band frequency can be around 4.2 GHz. Thus an easy
adjustability of upper to lower band frequency ratio is achieved. A dual band antenna
with such dielectric loading of the waveguide is simulated using HFSS [13] and FEKO
[14] and the simulated performance will be presented in the next chapter.

2.4

Conical Radiation Pattern
Although simulations of the proposed dual band antenna restricted only within

broadside radiation pattern in both bands, the hybrid antenna can actually be well
operated for conical radiation pattern in either band.
As mentioned before, the lowest resonant mode of the SAR microstrip antenna is
TM01 which produces a conical radiation pattern. Goto and Kaneta [8] reported it first for
use as a planar conical beam antenna. Thus if the SAR microstrip antenna dimension is
designed such that the resonant frequency in TM01 mode becomes the desired frequency,
the antenna will produce conical beam in the lower band.
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In order to generate conical radiation pattern in the higher band, an appropriate
feed design in the waveguide is required generating higher order modes which will
produce conical radiation patterns. Thus conical radiation pattern in either band is also
possible in the proposed design.
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Chapter 3
Circular Hybrid Dual Band Antenna with Linearly
Polarized Patch
A prototype design of the proposed dual band antenna is described in section 2.2.
This design was simulated using simulation software tools. The antenna was neither
tested physically nor fabricated. Therefore, two simulation software tools based on
different numerical methods were used to simulate the antenna. These are HFSS [13]
which employs Finite Element Method (FEM) and FEKO [14] which employs Method of
Moments (MoM). Simulation results from both sources were transferred to MATLAB
and overlaid plots were created. The simulation results are presented in this chapter in
order to depict the performance of the proposed antenna. This will be followed by some
details of simulation.
A finite ground plane was used in simulation. The size of the ground plane was
taken as large as the computer memory could support conveniently. The radius of the
ground plane was 60 mm in both HFSS and FEKO. Other design parameters required in
simulation are mentioned in chapter 2.

3.1

Simulation Using HFSS
HFSS [13] employs finite Element Method (FEM). In this method, the full

problem space is divided into thousands of smaller regions and the field in each region is
represented by a local function. HFSS divides the geometric model into a large number of
tetrahedra, where a single tetrahedron is formed by four equilateral triangles. This
collection of tetrahedra is referred to as the finite element mesh. The value of a vector
field quantity at points inside each tetrahedron is interpolated from the vertices of the
tetrahedron. At each vertex, HFSS stores the components of the field that are tangential to
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the three edges of the tetrahedron. In addition, the component of the vector field at the
midpoint of selected edges that is tangential to a face and normal to the edge can also be
stored. By representing field quantities in this way, Maxwell’s equations can be
transformed into matrix equations that are solved using traditional numerical methods.
There is a trade-off between the desired level of accuracy and the computation
time which depends on the size of the mesh. The accuracy of the solution depends on
how small each of the individual elements are. Solutions based on meshes that use a large
number of elements are more accurate than solutions based on coarse meshes using
relatively few elements. On the other hand, generating a field solution for meshes with a
large number of elements requires a significant amount of computing power and memory.
Therefore, it is desirable to use a mesh that is fine enough to obtain an accurate field
solution but not so fine that it overwhelms the available computer memory and
processing power or cost too much computation time.
To produce an optimal mesh, HFSS uses an iterative process in which the mesh is
automatically refined in critical regions. First, it generates a solution based on a coarse
initial mesh. Then, it refines the mesh based on suitable error criteria and generates a new
solution. When S parameters converge to within a desired limit, the iteration process
ends. This limit is defined as Delta Error on the options available on HFSS. In almost
every simulation presented in this thesis, the Delta Error is chosen as 0.01 which defines
convergence within 1% limit.
For simulation using HFSS, there are quite a few steps to follow. First, the
geometry of the antenna is modeled. Then the material property of each structure in the
model is assigned. The model of the prototype design is shown in Fig. 3-1(a).
After modeling and assignment of material, appropriate boundary conditions are
specified such as PEC for ground plane or waveguide periphery. Besides, a surface in the
far-field zone is defined as radiation boundary. This also includes definition of excitation.
Coax feeding was used to excite the patch. A close view of the coax fed patch is shown in
Fig. 3-1(b).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3-1. HFSS Model of Circular Hybrid Antenna with Linearly Polarized Patch:
(a) Full Model (b) Close View of Probe Fed Patch
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A hole was created in the ground plane in order to avoid potential short-circuit
between the inner conductor and the ground plane. The hole had the same size as the
outer conductor had. The dielectric material of the coax was assumed PTFE with
dielectric constant, 2.07. The inner and outer radii were 0.36 mm and 1.2 mm
respectively. This makes the characteristic impedance approximately 50Ω. A port was
defined at the bottom of the modeled coax and it is red marked in Fig. 3-1(b). In order to
make sure that a proper TEM wave is excited in the coax, a preliminary field solution
was made at the bottom of coax before the actual simulation. This field solution is shown
in Fig. 3-2.

E Field
H Field

Figure 3-2. Checking Proper Excitation in the Coax for HFSS Model

The waveguide was excited in a similar way defining port at the bottom. In
addition, a line was defined at the port in order to make sure that the E plane of the
waveguide and that of the patch get aligned. This line at the waveguide port is visible in
Fig. 3-1(a). The small circle defines the bottom of the line. The line was specified as
impedance line, calibration line and polarization line. Impedance lines serve as the path
over which HFSS integrates the E-field to obtain the voltage at a port. Calibration line
defines the up or positive direction at the port at the reference time, t = 0. In a circular
port, the definition of positive direction is not enough because there can be more than two
possible directions. A polarization line defines the alignment of the E field here.
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After assigning all necessary boundary conditions, several parameters for
simulation are defined such as frequencies or delta error. Then a run command starts the
lengthy simulation process. When simulation is complete, all results can be viewed using
a post processor interface.

3.2

Simulation Using FEKO
FEKO [14] employs Method of Moments (MoM). It first performs meshing.

When a line is defined in the geometry, it creates a number of segments, when a surface
is defined, it creates a number of triangles and when a volume is defined, it creates a
number of cuboids. Then it calculates the electric surface currents on conducting surfaces
and equivalent electric and magnetic surface currents on the surface of dielectric
materials. The currents are calculated using a linear combination of basis functions,
where the coefficients are obtained by solving a system of linear equations. Then
Electromagnetic fields and other parameters are computed.
The program is card driven. An input file consists of various cards is created. The
cards are categorized into geometry cards and control cards. A text editor named
EDITFEKO facilitates creating and editing the input file. It enables to create complex
geometries with a few commands. A preprocessor named PREFEKO processes this file,
creates the mesh and prepares another input file for next steps. Another user interface
named WinFEKO is then used to view the model and check its properties. Finally, a
command for running FEKO starts the lengthy computation based on Method of
Moments (MoM). When simulation is complete, all results can be viewed using
WinFEKO interface.
The input file created in EDITFEKO for the prototype design described in the
preceding chapter is given below. It is composed of various cards.
SF 1

0.001

#patrad = 27.8
#subrad = 60
#h = 2.54
#epsr = 2.2
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**waveguide
#waverad = 13.9
#wavelen = 81
#wavefeed = 10
#waveflen = 73 **waveguide fed at this depth
**probe
#feed = 19.9
#dia = 0.3
**frequency
#freq1 = 2.9e9
#freq2 = 3.1e9
#freq = 3.0e9
#lam = 1000*#c0/#freq/sqrt(#epsr)
IP
DP
DP
DP
DP
DP
DP
DP
DP
DP
DP
DP
DP
DP
DP
DP
DP

#dia/2 #lam/12 #lam/15
a0
b0
c0
b1
c1
b2
c2
b3
c3
bw
cw
df
dw
d0
e0
ew

**waveguide
ZY d0 c0 dw 0
ZY e0 d0 ew 0
KR e0 a0 ew

0
0
0
0
0
0
#feed 0
#feed 0
#patrad 0
#patrad 0
#subrad 0
#subrad 0
#waverad 0
#waverad 0
#wavefeed 0
#waverad 0
0
0
0
0
#waverad 0

#h
0
-#h
0
-#h
0
-#h
0
-#h
0
-#h
-#waveflen
-#waveflen
-#waveflen
-#wavelen
-#wavelen

360
360
360

**waveguide feed
LA 2
BL dw df
LA 0
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**ground plane
ME 0 1 1
KR c0 a0 c1 cw
KR c0 a0 c2 c1
KR c0 a0 c3 c2

360
360
360

** patch
ME 1 0 1
KR b0 a0 b1 bw
KR b0 a0 b2 b1
ZY c0 b0 cw 1

360
360
360

**substrate
ME 1 0
ZY c0 b0 c3 0
KR b0 a0 b3 b2

360
360

**feed wire
ME 1
LA 1
BL c1 b1
EG 1 0 0 0 0
DI 1

#epsr

1

A2 0 1
A2 1 2

1
1

FR 11 0

#freq1

FF 1 73 19 1

0
0

0

#freq2
0

5

5

SP
EN
The full model of the prototype design as viewed in WinFEKO interface is given
in Fig. 3-3(a). Fig. 3-3(b) is a cross sectional view of the model and it shows the feed
positions with red marking.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3-3. FEKO Model of Circular Hybrid Antenna with Linearly Polarized Patch:
(a) Full Model (b) Cross Sectional View
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In modeling the probe for coax fed patch, a small segment was created between
ground plane and the patch as shown in Fig. 3-4. Then ‘A2 Card’ was used to apply
voltage between the ground plane and the segment.

Figure 3-4. Close View of Probe Feed in FEKO Model

Since the length of the segment was only substrate height, the radius of the
segment was made only 0.15 mm in order to ensure current in the feed flows only in axial
direction. The input impedance of the feed can be set using either A2 or SP card. The
fields for this setting were left empty and it took the default value, 50Ω.

3.3

Performance of Circular Hybrid Dual Band Antenna with
Linearly Polarized Patch
The prototype designed described in chapter 2 was simulated using HFSS and

FEKO. After simulations, it was checked how well resonance was achieved for the patch
on HFSS. When the patch is at proper resonance, its input impedance will have zero on
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its imaginary part. So, it was checked if the input impedance was purely real or not.
HFSS does not directly give the input impedance. But HFSS gives the characteristic
impedance of the coax feed port as, 48.91 + j0 which is purely real. HFSS also gives the
reflection coefficient at the ports. If the reflection coefficient at the input port assumes an
angle of zero, it would indicate that the input impedance of the patch is purely real. The
reflection coefficient at the input port for different frequencies is given in Table 4.
Table 4. Reflection Coefficient at Probe Feed on Shorted Annular Ring Patch
Frequency (GHz)

Magnitude of Reflection

Angle of Reflection

Coefficient

Coefficient

Value

3
3.005
3.01
3.015
3.02
3.025
3.03
3.035
3.04
3.045
3.05
3.055
3.06
3.065
3.07
3.075
3.08
3.085
3.09
3.095
3.1

dB

0.368753
0.352563
0.338411
0.326767
0.318064
0.312653
0.310747
0.312392
0.317454
0.325645
0.336569
0.349771
0.364786
0.381174
0.398539
0.416538
0.434882
0.453334
0.471703
0.489838
0.507622

-8.66529
-9.05528
-9.41112
-9.71525
-9.94971
-10.0987
-10.1519
-10.106
-9.96639
-9.74511
-9.45852
-9.12434
-8.75924
-8.37753
-7.99059
-7.60691
-7.23258
-6.87164
-6.52663
-6.19894
-5.88919

(Degree)

123.8
116.3
108.3
99.85
91.01
81.88
72.63
63.42
54.42
45.76
37.55
29.83
22.64
15.95
9.74
3.97
-1.39
-6.38
-11.05
-15.42
-19.53

Table 4 shows that the reflection coefficient at the input port assumes an angle
close to zero at 3.08 GHz. So resonance was attained at frequency close to 3.08 GHz. It
can be noted that the frequency of resonance which was numerically calculated in section
2.2.1 was also 3.08 GHz. However, the return loss had its best magnitude at a slightly
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different frequency, 3.03 GHz. The radiation patterns were plotted at frequency, 3.03
GHz.
The various simulation results from HFSS and FEKO for the circular hybrid
dual band antenna are presented in this section illustrating its performance. The
simulation results from HFSS and FEKO matched pretty well. This engenders reliability
in the performance of these simulation tools.
3.3.1 Performance of Circular Hybrid Antenna with Unloaded Waveguide

Simulation was first performed for the prototype design with unloaded or air filled
waveguide. Its return loss profile in the lower band is shown in Fig.3-5. If the impedance
bandwidth is calculated for -10 dB return loss which corresponds to approximately 2 for
VSWR, then the bandwidth is 0.1 GHz or 3.33% with center frequency 3 GHz according
to FEKO data. As mentioned before, the feed position, 19.9 mm from the center was
determined through simulations on FEKO. For the sake of consistency, the same position
was used for simulation on HFSS. But the return loss pattern shows that the patch was
not perfectly critically coupled at this feed position with HFSS. Therefore, the impedance
bandwidth was determined from FEKO data.
In the lower band, the SAR patch acts as the radiator. Fig. 3-6 shows lower band
radiation patterns of the prototype design in both E-plane and H-plane. They have
broadside radiation pattern with satisfactory gain. The maximum gain is about 8.8 dB.
The half-power beamwidth (HPBW) in E-plane is about 54o and HPBW in H-plane is
about 64o. There were back lobes in the radiation patterns because the simulation models
used finite ground plane. The results from HFSS and FEKO matched pretty well.
Analytical radiation patterns for SAR patch given by Lin and Shafai [10] were
shown in Fig. 2-3. It had HPBW, 50o in E-plane and 70o in H-plane. The simulated Hplane radiation pattern matched pretty well with the analytical pattern. However, the Eplane radiation pattern shape is little different from the analytical pattern but HPBW is
pretty close. This can be attributed to the fact that the dimensions of the patch were
slightly different in what was used for the analytical results. Lin and Shafai [10] show a
small variation in the H-plane radiation pattern but a large variation in the E-plane
radiation pattern with any change in patch dimension. Besides, the substrate properties
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were also little different. Moreover, approximations used by Lin and Shafai [10] and
simulation tools can cause discrepancy.
In the higher band, the open ended circular waveguide acts as the radiator. Fig. 37 shows higher band radiation patterns of the prototype design in both E-plane and Hplane. They also have broadside radiation pattern with good gain. The maximum gain is
about 9.6 dB. HPBW in the E-plane is about 40o and HPBW in H-plane is about 48o.
Especially, in the H-plane, the results from HFSS and FEKO matched well.
Fig. 3-8 shows the isolation between the patch feed and waveguide feed of the
dual band antenna in both lower and higher band. The port-to-port isolation was excellent
in the lower band. This is expected because the cut-off frequency for the dominant mode
of the waveguide is 6.33 GHz. So at the lower band frequency, 3 GHz, the waveguide
acts as a high-pass filter and provides good isolation between the ports.

Figure 3-5. Return Loss at Lower Band for Circular Hybrid Antenna with Linearly Polarized Patch
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3-6. Radiation Patterns at 3 GHz (Lower Band) for Circular Hybrid Antenna with Linearly
Polarized Patch: (a) E-Plane (b) H-Plane
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3-7. Radiation Patterns at 7.3 GHz (Higher Band) for Circular Hybrid Antenna with Unloaded
Waveguide: (a) E-Plane (b) H-Plane
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3-8. Port-to-port Isolation for Circular Hybrid Antenna with Linearly Polarized Patch:
(a) Lower Band (b) Higher Band
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3.3.2 Performance of Circular Hybrid Antenna with Loaded Waveguide

As mentioned is section 2.3, the higher band frequency of the proposed dual band
antenna can be adjusted by using loaded waveguide. Simulation was performed to check
the performance of the antenna with dielectric filled waveguide. The dielectric constant
of the loading material was considered 3 as mentioned in section 2.3. The radiation
patterns at frequency, 4.2 GHz are given in Fig. 3-9. The maximum gain is found about
6.7 dB. HPBW in the E-plane is about 128o and HPBW in H-plane is about 80o. A
comparison between Fig. 3-7 and Fig. 3-9 shows that the antenna is less directive at 4.2
GHz compared to 7.3 GHz. This is because the radiating element has become electrically
smaller at this reduced frequency. Once again, the patterns from HFSS and FEKO
matched better in H-plane.
In E-plane, where the beamwidth is very large, HFSS shows the maximum gain
slightly shifted off the boresight. This seems to be erroneous and shortcoming of HFSS.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3-9. Radiation Patterns at 4.2 GHz (Higher Band) for Circular Hybrid Antenna with Loaded
Waveguide: (a) E-Plane (b) H-Plane
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Chapter 4
Circular Hybrid Dual Band Antenna with Circularly
Polarized Patch
Circularly polarized antennas are attractive for wireless communication
applications because no strict orientations between the transmitter antenna and receiver
antenna are required. This is particularly useful in satellite communications since the
alignment of the electric field vector at the receiving and transmitting ends may not be
possible due to relative motion. A linearly polarized wave can be rotated as the signal
passes through any anomalies such as Faraday Rotation in the ionosphere.
The proposed dual band antenna is expected to operate well in circular
polarization in either band. The prototype circular hybrid antenna was investigated for
circular polarization in the lower band simulating the antenna with circularly polarized
patch. Dual orthogonal feeding to the patch was first used to generate circular
polarization. The results were found asymmetrical. Then symmetry in feeding was
provided using four probes with 90o phase difference to generate circular polarization.
This created symmetrical radiation patterns. More importantly, the axial ratio pattern
improved a lot. The simulation details are presented below.
All design parameters required to specify in simulation such as, inner and outer
radii, feed position, dielectric constant, substrate height, ground plane size and operating
frequency were the same as used in linear polarization of the circular hybrid antenna.

4.1

Dual Fed Circularly Polarized Patch
In order to investigate the performance of the proposed dual band antenna in

circular polarization, the same prototype design of circular hybrid antenna was simulated
again but with circularly polarized patch this time. Both HFSS and FEKO were used in
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simulation. Dual orthogonal probe feeding was first used. Thus, two probes were
modeled on x-axis and y-axis. Then they were excited with 90o phase difference.
4.1.1 Simulation Using HFSS

The circular hybrid dual band antenna with circularly polarized patch was
simulated in HFSS using two coax feeding on x-axis and y-axis. The rest of the model
was exactly same as used for linearly polarized patch. A view of the model is shown in
Fig. 4-1.
After running simulation, the different excitation levels were defined from post
processor window. Equal magnitude but 90o phase difference was set for the two ports at
the bottom of the coax lines.

Figure 4-1. HFSS Model of Circular Hybrid Antenna with Dual Fed Circularly Polarized Patch
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4.1.2 Simulation Using FEKO

For simulation of the circular hybrid antenna with circularly polarized patch using
FEKO, it required definition of a new feed to the patch. Some surface areas were needed
to be split into parts to accommodate the new feed segment. The input file created in
EDITFEKO is presented below.
SF 1

0.001

#patrad = 27.8
#subrad = 60
#h = 2.54
#epsr = 2.2
#waverad = 13.9
#wavelen = 81
#wavefeed = 10
#waveflen = 73
**probe
#feed = 19.9
#dia = 0.3
**frequency
#freq1 = 2.9e9
#freq2 = 3.1e9
#freq = 3.0e9
#lam = 1000*#c0/#freq/sqrt(#epsr)
IP
DP a0
DP b0
DP c0
DP b1_xp
DP c1_xp

#dia/2 #lam/12 #lam/15
0
0
0

0
0
0
#feed
#feed

#h
0
-#h
0
0

DP b2
DP b3
DP c3

#patrad 0
#subrad 0
#subrad 0

DP bw
DP cw

#waverad 0
#waverad 0

0
-#h
0
0
-#h
0
-#h
46

DP
DP
DP
DP

dw
d0
e0
ew

#waverad 0
-#waveflen
0
0
-#waveflen
0
0
-#wavelen
#waverad 0
-#wavelen

**waveguide
ZY d0 c0 dw 0
ZY e0 d0 ew 0
KR e0 a0 ew

360
360
360

**ground plane
ME 0 1 1
LA 1
KR c0 a0 c1_xpcw
KR c0 a0 c3 c1_xp

90
90

TG 3 1 1 0 0

90

** patch
ME 1 0 1
LA 2
KR b0 a0 b1_xpbw
KR b0 a0 b2 b1_xp
TG 3 2 2 0 0
ZY c0 b0 cw 1

90
90
90
360

**substrate
ME 1 0
ZY c0 b0 c3 0

360

LA 3
KR b0 a0 b3 b2
TG 3 3 3 0 0

90
90
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**feed to the patch
ME 1
LA 4
BL c1_xpb1_xp
TG 1 4 4 1 0

90

EG 1 0 0 0 0
DI 1

#epsr

1

A2 0 4
A2 1 5

0.707
0.707

0
90

FR 1
FF 1 73 19 1

#freq
0

0

5

5

SP
EN
A sectional view of the model as seen from WinFEKO is given below. This
shows the position of two orthogonal feeding with red marking.

Figure 4-2. Sectional View of FEKO Model of Circular Hybrid Antenna with Dual Fed Circularly
Polarized Patch
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4.1.3 Performance of Dual Fed Circularly Polarized Patch

The simulation results obtained from HFSS and FEKO for the circular hybrid
antenna with dual fed circularly polarized patch is presented in this section. They verify
the satisfactory operation of the patch in circular polarization.
Fig. 4-3 gives return loss profile. It is derived from FEKO. As mentioned before,
the feed position was determined through simulations on FEKO. So the return loss profile
from FEKO data shows critical matching as expected. The impedance bandwidth ranges
approximately from 2.96 GHz through 3.05 GHz. So the bandwidth is about 0.11 GHz or
3.67% with center frequency 3 GHz.
Fig. 4-4 gives the profile of axial ratio versus frequency derived from HFSS. Here
axial ratio at the vertical axis or boresight is plotted with frequency. Evidently, axial ratio
bandwidth is larger than impedance bandwidth. The antenna is capable of maintaining
circular polarization well over its impedance bandwidth.
Fig. 4-5 shows radiation patterns at 3 GHz in two perpendicular vertical planes
from HFSS and FEKO. HFSS and FEKO data matched pretty well. The broadside
radiation patterns have satisfactory gain. The maximum gain is about 8.7 dB. HPBW is
about 62o in either plane according to HFSS data. But the radiation patterns are
asymmetric. The pattern is different between the side where feed exists and the side
where it does not.
Fig. 4-6 and Fig. 4-7 show axial ratio patterns at 3 GHz in two perpendicular
vertical planes from HFSS and FEKO. HFSS and FEKO data did not match well. HFSS
data seemed more reliable. Axial ratio on boresight is -1.1 dB according to HFSS data.
The axial ratio patterns are also asymmetric. -3 dB axial ratio beamwidth is about 100o in
one plane and about 67o in another plane.
The overall simulated performance is good but not great. It can be inferred from
the results that the asymmetry in the feeding has aggravated the simulated results.
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Figure 4-3. Return Loss at Lower Band for Circular Hybrid Antenna with Dual Fed Circularly Polarized
Patch

Figure 4-4. Axial Ratio on boresight at lower band for Circular Hybrid Antenna with Dual Fed Circularly
Polarized Patch
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4-5. Radiation Patterns at 3 GHz for Circular Hybrid Antenna with Dual Fed Circularly Polarized
Patch: (a) φ = 0o Plane (b) φ = 90o Plane
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4-6. Axial Ratio Patterns at 3 GHz on φ = 0o Plane for Circular Hybrid Antenna with Dual Fed
Circularly Polarized Patch: (a) Polar Plot (b) Cartesian Plot
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4-7. Axial Ratio Patterns at 3 GHz on φ = 90o Plane for Circular Hybrid Antenna with Dual Fed
Circularly Polarized Patch: (a) Polar Plot (b) Cartesian Plot
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4.2 Quad Fed Circularly Polarized Patch
The proposed dual band antenna is investigated with dual fed circularly polarized
patch. The overall simulated performance was acceptable but not great. The patterns are
different between the side where feed exists and the side where it does not. It can be
inferred from the results that the asymmetry in the feeding has aggravated the simulated
results. Therefore, the antenna was also investigated with quad fed circularly polarized
patch. Here four probes were used each with 90o phase difference. Simulation was
accomplished using both HFSS and FEKO. The same design parameters were used and
only two additional probes were used.
4.2.1 Simulation Using HFSS

Simulation of the prototype design quad fed circularly polarized patch using
HFSS required modeling two additional probes and setting their ports. The model is
shown in Fig. 4-8 with different colors for each coax line.

Figure 4-8. HFSS Model of Circular Hybrid Antenna with Quad Fed Circularly Polarized Patch
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4.2.2

Simulation Using FEKO

Simulation of the proposed hybrid antenna with quad fed circularly polarized
patch required addition of two probes to the FEKO model of dual fed patch. The model is
shown in Fig. 4-9 after removing patch and waveguide so that all probes become visible.

Figure 4-9. Probes of FEKO Model for Circular Hybrid Antenna with Quad Fed Circularly Polarized

4.2.3 Performance of Quad Fed Circularly Polarized Patch

The simulation results obtained from HFSS and FEKO for the circular hybrid
antenna with quad fed circularly polarized patch is presented in this section. They show
very good operation of the patch in circular polarization.
Fig. 4-10 gives return loss profile. It is derived from FEKO. Like before, the
return loss profile is good in FEKO because of critical matching.

The impedance

bandwidth has a very good range, from 2.95 GHz through 3.13 GHz. So the bandwidth is
about 0.18 GHz or 6% with center frequency 3 GHz.
Fig. 4-11 gives the profile of axial ratio versus frequency derived from FEKO.
Evidently, no plot can be better than this. The axial ratio was absolutely 0 dB on
boresight over the whole range of simulated frequencies.
Fig. 4-12 shows radiation patterns in two perpendicular vertical planes from
HFSS and FEKO. HFSS and FEKO data matched pretty well. The radiation patterns are
symmetric. The maximum gain is about 7.8 dB. HPBW is about 60o.
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Fig. 4-13 and Fig. 4-14 show axial ratio patterns in two perpendicular vertical
planes from HFSS and FEKO. HFSS and FEKO data matched pretty well. The axial
patterns were also symmetric. Axial ratio on boresight is 0 dB and -3 dB axial ratio
beamwidth is about 90o. The axial ratio patterns are also absolutely symmetric.
The overall simulated performance is excellent.
A comparison can be made between the performance of dual fed patch and quad
fed patch from all available data. Table 5 provides a summary of comparison between
them. It is found that the quad fed patch has much better bandwidth and gain. The quad
fed patch has symmetric radiation and axial ratio patterns. But the dual fed patch has all
these patterns asymmetric and the asymmetry is severe in case of axial ratio pattern.
Their HPBW are almost same. The quad fed patch has better axial ratio on boresight.
Table 5. Comparison between Dual Fed and Quad Fed Patch
Characteristics

Bandwidth
Radiation Pattern
Gain

Dual Fed Patch

Quad Fed Patch

3.67%

6%

Asymmetric

Symmetric

8.7 dB

7.8 dB

o
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60o

Highly Asymmetric

Symmetric

-1.1 dB

0 dB

HPBW
Axial Ratio Pattern
Axial Ratio on Boresight
-3 dB Axial Ratio Beamwidth

o

o

100 and 67
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90o

Figure 4-10. Return Loss at Lower Band for Circular Hybrid Antenna with Quad Fed Circularly
Polarized Patch

Figure 4-11. Axial Ratio on boresight at lower band for Circular Hybrid Antenna with Quad Fed
Circularly Polarized Patch
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4-12. Radiation Patterns at 3 GHz for Circular Hybrid Antenna with Quad Fed Circularly
Polarized Patch: (a) φ = 0o Plane (b) φ = 90o Plane
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4-13. Axial Ratio Patterns at 3 GHz on φ = 0o Plane for Circular Hybrid Antenna with Quad Fed
Circularly Polarized Patch: (a) Polar Plot (b) Cartesian Plot
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4-14. Axial Ratio Patterns at 3 GHz on φ = 90o Plane for Circular Hybrid Antenna with Quad Fed
Circularly Polarized Patch: (a) Polar Plot (b) Cartesian Plot
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Chapter 5
Square Hybrid Dual Band Antenna with Linearly
Polarized Patch
The proposed dual band antenna was investigated for circular patch shape and it
operated successfully. This led to investigate other patch shapes with similar concept.
The shape that is most analogous to circular is square. Therefore, an analogous square
dual band hybrid antenna was designed and investigated. In design and investigation,
only HFSS was used. Since, the results from HFSS and FEKO matched pretty well in
case of circular shape, it was deemed reasonable to use only one tool saving computation
time. FEKO takes more computation time and so HFSS is better in terms of time saving.

5.1

Design Considerations
A prototype square hybrid dual band antenna with linearly polarized patch was

designed directly following the prototype circular design. A square ring patch is
considered with its inner periphery shorted to the ground. This patch can be used as a low
band radiator. If the ground plane from the inner part is removed, an aperture is created.
An open ended square waveguide can be used in the aperture as a high band radiator.
Thus dual band operation can be achieved.
In the design of the patch dimension, the experience from circular shape design
was utilized. The final optimization of the dimension was done through simulations in
case of circular patch. In case of square patch, repetitive simulations were directly
adopted to determine proper patch dimension and feed position. The same operating
frequencies were chosen in the square design. The ratio of outer to inner dimension was
kept 2 during the repetitive simulations following the circular design. After a good
number of iterations using HFSS, the most optimized parameters came out as, length of
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outer and inner patch, 47 mm and 23.5 mm respectively and feed position, 17.5 mm from
the center. This also sets the length of the waveguide as, 23.5 mm neglecting the
waveguide wall thickness.
The cut-off frequency for a square aperture is given by,
f cm ,n =

c
2a µ r ε r

m2 + n2

(29)

where a is the length of the square aperture and c is the velocity of light. The cutoff frequencies for different modes of the waveguide in the prototype square hybrid
antenna is given in Table 6.
Table 6. Cut-off Frequencies of Different Modes for Unloaded Square Waveguide
Modes

Cut-off Frequency (GHz)

TE10

6.38

TE11

9.03

TE20

12.77

TE12/ TM12

14.27

As shown in Table 6, TE10 is the dominant mode which has cut-off frequency,
6.38 GHz and the next mode, TE11 has cut-off frequency, 9.03 GHz. Assuming a margin
of about 16% from 6.38 GHz, the higher band frequency can be chosen around 7.3 GHz.
The antenna was simulated over frequency range from 7.1 GHz through 7.5 GHz.
The same substrate parameters as used for the prototype circular antenna were
also used in the prototype square hybrid antenna. Investigation was accomplished in both
bands.
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5.2

Simulation Using HFSS
The prototype square hybrid dual band antenna with linearly polarized patch

was simulated using HFSS. Its design parameters are mentioned in section 5.1. The
ground plane length in HFSS model was made 140 mm. The model is shown in Fig. 5-1.

Figure 5-1. HFSS Model of Square Hybrid Antenna with Linearly Polarized Patch

5.3

Performance of Square Hybrid Antenna with Unloaded
Waveguide
The prototype square hybrid dual band antenna with unloaded or air filled

waveguide was simulated using HFSS. After simulations, it was checked how well
resonance was achieved for the patch on HFSS. HFSS gives the characteristic impedance
of the coax feed port as, 50.02 + j0 which is purely real. HFSS also gives the reflection
coefficient at the port. The reflection coefficient at the port for different frequencies is
given in Table 7.
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Table 7. Reflection Coefficient at Probe Feed on Shorted Square Ring Patch
Frequency (GHz)

Magnitude of Reflection

Angle of Reflection

Coefficient

Coefficient

Value

2.9
2.91
2.92
2.93
2.94
2.95
2.96
2.97
2.98
2.99
3
3.01
3.02
3.03
3.04
3.05
3.06
3.07
3.08
3.09
3.1

dB

0.735566
0.707837
0.67262
0.628371
0.573415
0.506223
0.425933
0.333084
0.230048
0.120984
0.033836
0.121776
0.23263
0.336315
0.428594
0.508187
0.575483
0.631745
0.678549
0.71746
0.749891

-2.66757
-3.00134
-3.4446
-4.03568
-4.83061
-5.91317
-7.41317
-9.54892
-12.7636
-18.3455
-29.4123
-18.2888
-12.6667
-9.46507
-7.35908
-5.87953
-4.79935
-3.98916
-3.36838
-2.88404
-2.50003

(Degree)

-122.7
-126.9
-131.5
-136.4
-141.8
-147.6
-153.6
-159.4
-164.1
-163.8
-97.6
-31.9
-31.88
-36.85
-42.67
-48.45
-53.9
-58.93
-63.53
-67.73
-71.58

Table 7 shows that the imaginary part of input impedance assumed a minimum
value at 2.98 GHz although it was not close to zero. So a condition close to resonance
was attained at frequency 2.98 GHz. However, the return loss had its best magnitude at a
slightly different frequency, 3.0 GHz. The radiation patterns were plotted at frequency,
3.0 GHz.
In the lower band, the SAR patch acts as the radiator. Fig. 5-2 shows return loss
profile in the lower band. The impedance bandwidth ranges approximately from 2.97
GHz through 3.03 GHz. This gives a bandwidth of 0.06 GHz or 2% with center
frequency 3 GHz.
Fig. 5-3 shows lower band radiation patterns of the prototype square design in
both E-plane and H-plane. They have broadside radiation pattern with excellent gain. The
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maximum gain is about 10.4 dB. The half-power beamwidth (HPBW) in the E-plane is
about 48o and HPBW in H-plane is about 62o.
In the lower band, the open ended square waveguide acts as the radiator. Fig. 5-4
shows higher band radiation patterns of the prototype square design in both E-plane and
H-plane. The maximum gain is about 7.6 dB. HPBW in the E-plane is about 73o and
HPBW in H-plane is about 86o.
Fig. 5-5 shows the isolation between the patch feed and waveguide feed in both
lower and higher band. The port-to-port isolation was excellent in the lower band. This is
expected because the cut-off frequency for the dominant mode of the waveguide is 6.38
GHz. So at the lower band frequency, 3 GHz, the waveguide acts as a high-pass filter and
provides good isolation between the ports.

Figure 5-2. Return Loss at Lower Band for Square Hybrid Antenna with Linearly Polarized Patch
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5-3. Radiation Patterns at 3 GHz (Lower Band) for Square Hybrid Antenna with Linearly
Polarized Patch: (a) E-Plane (b) H-Plane
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5-4. Radiation Patterns at 7.3 GHz (Higher Band) for Unloaded Square Hybrid Antenna:
(a) E-Plane (b) H-Plane
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5-5. Port-to-port Isolation for Square Hybrid Antenna with Linearly Polarized Patch:
(a) Lower Band (b) Higher Band
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5.4

Performance of Square Hybrid Antenna with Loaded
Waveguide
As shown in case of circular design, the higher band frequency can be reduced by

loading the waveguide with dielectric material. For example, in order to operate around
4.2 GHz instead of 7.3 GHz the waveguide can be loaded with dielectric material with
permittivity, 3. This makes the cut-off frequencies for different modes as shown in Table
8 according to (29).
Table 8. Cut-off Frequencies of Different Modes for Loaded Square Waveguide
Modes

Cut-off Frequency (GHz)

TE10

3.68

TE11

5.21

TE20

7.37

TE12/ TM12

8.24

The dielectric loading makes the cut-off frequency of the dominant TE10 mode,
3.68 GHz and that of the next mode TE11, 5.21 GHz. Allowing a margin of about 16%
from 3.68 GHz, the higher band frequency can be around 4.2 GHz. A dual band antenna
with such dielectric loading of the waveguide is simulated using HFSS and the radiation
patterns in both E-plane and H-plane at 4.2 GHz are shown in Fig. 5-6. They have
broadside radiation patterns with moderate gain.
In E-plane, where the beamwidth is very large, HFSS shows the maximum gain
slightly shifted off the boresight. This seems to be erroneous and shortcoming of HFSS.
The maximum gain is about 4.7 dB but the direction of maximum gain is about 33o tilted
from the vertical axis. Along the vertical axis the gain is about 3.5 dB. HPBW in the Eplane is about 146o and HPBW in H-plane is about 80o.
The radiating element has become electrically smaller since the operating
frequency is reduced from 7.3 GHz to 4.2 GHz. This has made the antenna less directive.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5-6. Radiation Patterns at 4.2 GHz (Higher Band) for Loaded Square Hybrid Antenna:
(a) E-Plane (b) H-Plane
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Chapter 6
Square Hybrid Dual Band Antenna with Circularly
Polarized Patch
The square prototype design was investigated for circular polarization in the
lower band. Dual orthogonal feeding to the patch was used to generate circular
polarization. Only HFSS was used in simulation. All design parameters required to
specify in simulation such as, inner and outer radii, feed position, dielectric constant,
substrate height, ground plane size and operating frequency were the same as used in
linear polarization for the square hybrid antenna.

6.1

Simulation Using HFSS
The square hybrid dual band antenna with circularly polarized patch was

simulated in HFSS using dual orthogonal feed. So, two coax feed on x-axis and y-axis
were used and after running simulation, equal magnitude but 90o phase difference were
set for the two ports from post processor window. A view of the model is shown in Fig.
6-1.
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Figure 6-1. HFSS Model of Square Hybrid Antenna with Circularly Polarized Patch

6.2

Performance of Square Hybrid Antenna with Circularly
Polarized Patch
The simulation results obtained from HFSS for the square hybrid antenna with

dual fed circularly polarized patch is presented in this section. They verify the
satisfactory operation of the patch in circular polarization.
Fig. 6-2 gives return loss profile. The impedance bandwidth ranges approximately
from 2.97 GHz through 3.03 GHz. So the bandwidth is about 0.03 GHz or 2% with center
frequency 3 GHz.
Fig. 6-3 gives the profile of axial ratio versus frequency. Here axial ratio at the
vertical axis or boresight is plotted with frequency. It maintained good axial ratio over the
frequency points simulated. Evidently, axial ratio bandwidth is larger than impedance
bandwidth.
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Fig. 6-4 shows radiation patterns in two perpendicular vertical planes. The
broadside radiation patterns have satisfactory gain. The maximum gain is about 10.3 dB.
HPBW is about 55o in either plane. But the radiation patterns are slightly asymmetric.
The pattern is little different between the side where feed exists and the side where it does
not.
Fig. 6-5 and Fig. 6-6 show axial ratio patterns in two perpendicular vertical planes.
-3 dB axial ratio beamwidth is about 102o in one plane and about 70o in another plane.
Axial ratio on boresight is -0.8 dB. The axial ratio patterns are also asymmetric.
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Figure 6-2. Return Loss at Lower Band for Square Hybrid Antenna with Circularly Polarized Patch

Figure 6-3. Axial Ratio on boresight at Lower Band for Square Hybrid Antenna with Circularly
Polarized Patch
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6-4. Radiation Patterns at 3 GHz (Lower Band) for Square Hybrid Antenna with Circularly
Polarized Patch: (a) φ = 0o Plane (b) φ = 90o Plane
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6-5. Axial Ratio Patterns at φ = 0o Plane for Square Hybrid Antenna with Circularly Polarized
Patch: (a) Polar Plot (b) Cartesian Plot
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6-6. Axial Ratio Patterns at φ = 90o Plane for Square Hybrid Antenna with Circularly Polarized
Patch: (a) Polar Plot (b) Cartesian Plot
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
The proposed dual band hybrid antenna was investigated with various options and
found to operate satisfactorily. It can be useful in many potential applications as
mentioned in section 1.2. The proposed design may not be suitable for some cases
because it has a waveguide component and the design is not planar. Besides, the patch
size is bigger than that of ordinary circular patch because the size is independent of
dielectric constant of substrate. However, the size of the SAR patch can be reduced if it is
not designed for reduced surface wave. The size reduction will also make the patch less
directive. But in this case, the design would be much more flexible. Both outer and inner
radii can be adjusted for a specific frequency. Thus, it may be possible to choose the
inner radius such that it sets the cut-off frequency of the dominant mode of waveguide
radiator at a desired value without dielectric loading.
The circular dual band antenna was simulated using both HFSS and FEKO. Since
they use two different kind of numerical methods, the comparison of their results gives an
idea about the efficacy of the simulation tools as well as their numerical methods. As
shown, their results matched pretty satisfactorily. Thus, the simulated performance of the
antenna can be expected to be very close to the actual performance. However, in some
cases, there were discrepancies. A stark example of the discrepancy was that when the
feed position was optimized through simulations using FEKO, it did not give critical
coupling for HFSS model.
Simulated performance has been made available for both circular and square
antenna shapes in both linear and circular polarization. A comparison between the two
antenna shapes is made and provided in this chapter. Some more work on the proposed
dual band hybrid antenna is currently on the way. A brief summary of different aspects of
this work is also outlined.
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7.1 Comparison between Circular and Square Hybrid Antenna
The circular and square hybrid antennas were designed for same frequency bands
and with same ratio of outer to inner dimensions. They also had the same substrate
properties. So, a comparison between their simulated performances can effectively
compare the characteristics of the two shapes.
The simulation results presented in chapter 3 and 5 facilitate a comparison
between the circular and square hybrid antennas. Here the patch was linearly polarized.
Comparison between Fig. 3-5 and Fig. 5-3 shows very good matching between their
radiation pattern shapes in the lower band. Comparison between Fig. 3-6 and Fig. 5-4
shows the circular radiator has fairly more directive pattern shapes in the higher band. A
summary of the comparison is given in Table 9.
Table 9. Comparison between Circular and Square Antennas with Linearly Polarized
Patch in Lower and Higher Band
Characteristics

Circular Hybrid Antenna
2

Square Hybrid Antenna

Total Physical Area

2428 mm

2209 mm2

Total Diameter/Length

55.6 mm

47 mm

Patch Area

1821 mm

1657 mm2

Waveguide Area

607 mm2

552 mm2

Waveguide Diameter/Length

27.8 mm

23.5 mm

Bandwidth

3.33%

2%

Gain

8.8 dB

10.4 dB

Lower
Band
(Around
3 GHz)
Higher
Band
(Around
7.3 GHz)

2

HPBW (E-Plane)

o

54

48o

HPBW (H-Plane)

64o

62o

9.6 dB

7.6 dB

Gain
HPBW (E-Plane)

o

40

73o

HPBW (H-Plane)

48o

86o

Table 9 shows that the circular hybrid antenna takes about 9.9% more physical
area. It exhibits a greater bandwidth in the lower band. It has less gain in the lower band.
The radiation patterns and HPBW were very similar in the lower band. The circular
antenna has little larger beamwidth.
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In the higher band, the circular radiator was found much more directive. It has
better gain and lower beamwidth.
A comparison between the circular and square hybrid antennas can also be made
for circular polarization in the lower band. Since data are available for dual fed patch in
both cases, the results presented in section 4.1.3 and 6.2 can be used for the comparison.
Comparison between Fig. 4-6 and Fig. 6-4 shows that the radiation patterns and HPBW
were very similar. The circular hybrid antenna exhibits a greater bandwidth but it has
less gain. A summary of the comparison is given in Table 10.
Table 10. Comparison between Circular and Square Antennas with Circularly Polarized
Patch for Frequency, 3 GHz
Characteristics

Circular Hybrid Antenna
2

Square Hybrid Antenna

Total Physical Area

2428 mm

2209 mm2

Total Diameter/Length

55.6 mm

47 mm

2

Patch Area

1821 mm

1657 mm2

Bandwidth

3.67%

2%

Gain

8.7 dB

10.3 dB

o

HPBW

55o

62

Axial Ratio on Boresight
-3 dB Axial Ratio Beamwidth

-1.1 dB
o

-0.8 dB
o

100 and 67

102o and 70o

Table 10 shows that the axial ratio was pretty similar in the circular and the
square hybrid antenna. Their axial ratio on boresight and -3 dB axial ratio beamwidth are
pretty close. The bandwidth and radiation properties have almost the same differences as
found in case of linear polarization.

7.2

Array Application
The proposed dual band antenna was investigated only as a single element. But an

array configuration of the antenna elements giving higher gain or beam scanning will also
be attractive and worth investigation. In an array configuration, a great advantage will be
the alleviation of coupling among antenna elements due to surface wave.
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For an array design, the outer radius of the SAR patch antenna elements is to be
calculated first from the specified lower band frequency. Then the inter-element spacing
needs to be calculated to avoid grating lobes in the visible region. Then appropriate
substrate needs to be selected and its height needs to be specified to eliminate scan
blindness from the required scan volume. Then, the inner radius of the patch antenna
elements need to be calculated. The MATLAB programs presented in section 2.1.4 can
be employed in this step. The inner radius of the patch will also define the waveguide
radiator size. Finally, appropriate dielectric material has to be chosen for loading the
waveguide so that it can radiate at the required higher band frequency.

7.3

Singly Fed Circularly Polarized patch
The proposed dual band antenna was investigated with dual or quad fed circularly

polarized patch. This requires external power divider and phase shifter. Thus, it reduces
available space for the microwave circuitry and beamforming network for a phased array.
But circular polarization could also be achieved from a single feed. In order to attain
circular polarization from a single feed, the patch could be perturbed at appropriate
locations with respect to the feed as shown in Fig. 7-1.

Probe Feed

(a)

(b)

Figure 7-1. Patch Shape for Singly Fed Circular Polarization: (a) Circular Patch (b) Square Patch
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The perturbations would create two orthogonal patch modes with equal amplitude
and in-phase quadrature. The resonant frequency of one mode will roughly depend on the
length perpendicular to the axis of notches and that of the other mode will roughly
depend on the length along the axis of notches. Thus the first mode will have lower
resonant frequency. If the first mode has resonant frequency, f1 and the second mode has
resonant frequency, f2, then their field amplitudes will attain their peak values at those
two frequencies respectively as shown in Fig. 7-2 (a). Moreover, the radiation fields of
the two modes will attain the same phase at frequencies, f1 and f2 respectively. This

Radiation Field Amplitude

means the phase variation of the two modes will be as shown in Fig. 7-2 (b).

1st Mode

2nd
Mode

f1

fr

f2

90
45
0

2nd Mode

1st Mode

-45
-90

Radiation Field Phase (Degree)

(a)

f1

fr

f2

(b)
Figure 7-2. Radiation Field for Singly Fed Circular Polarization: (a) Amplitude Variation (b) Phase
Variation

If the perturbations are made at appropriate locations with respect to the feed
position, then at an intermediate frequency, fr the two degenerate modes will attain the
same amplitude as well as 900 phase difference. Thus circular polarization can be
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generated at frequency, fr. However, it is clear from Fig. 7.2 that the axial ratio will
degenerate rapidly as frequency moves away from fr and so the axial ratio bandwidth can
be narrow with this singly fed technique.
The appropriate size of perturbations can be determined through repetitive
simulations and checking axial ratio performance.
It is also possible to generate circular polarization using two or more linearly
polarized hybrid antenna elements in an array. If two antenna elements are placed
orthogonally and fed 900 out of phase, they would create circular polarization. This
technique can generate circular polarization in both bands. The disadvantage of this
technique is the requirement of larger space. Moreover, the axial ratio may degrade
rapidly with angle off the boresight as a result of spatial phase delay due to different path
lengths from the phase centers of the antenna elements.

7.4

Circular Polarization in the Higher Band

The proposed dual band antenna was simulated for circular polarization only in
the lower band. But as mentioned before, it is capable of generating circular polarization
in either band. It could be well operated in circular polarization in the higher frequency
band. The performance can be investigated by exciting the waveguide with circularly
polarized fields. Simulation of circular polarization in the higher band can be
accomplished using dual orthogonal feed in the waveguide which are 900 out of phase.

7.5

Physical Measurement of the Proposed Antenna
The proposed dual band antenna was simulated using both HFSS and FEKO and

their results were pretty similar. But nevertheless, the fabrication and physical
measurement of the proposed dual band antenna are the best way to determine its
behavior. Neither analytical nor simulated results are actually enough to depict the
performance of an antenna completely.
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Analytical solutions follow many approximations in order to make the analysis
tractable. But it takes little time and especially at the beginning of design, it can guide
quickly. It also does not require any resources and so minimizes the cost. In simulation,
there is less approximation especially when high meshing is used. So a better level of
accuracy can be expected. But it requires some hardware and software resources. It also
requires very high computation time especially when high meshing is used. At the cost of
these resources and time, a good idea about the behavior of the antenna is attained. But
simulation tools do use some approximations. This is why there were always some sort of
discrepancies between the results from HFSS and FEKO. Therefore, the physical
measurement of a new antenna is always a requirement whatever analytical or simulated
results are attained. Only the physical measurement can confirm the actual behavior of a
new design of antenna. The physical measurement of the proposed dual band antenna is
envisioned.
The basic radiation pattern measurement technique uses a single-axis rotational
pattern. This technique involves the antenna placed on a rotational positioner and rotated
about the azimuth to generate a two-dimensional polar pattern. This measurement can
give radiation patterns in E and H planes. In order to measure two perpendicular field
components, the measurement is usually accomplished by using a dual-polarized horn,
log-periodic dipole array, or dipole antenna as the measurement antenna. This requires
two receivers or the ability to automatically switch the polarization of a single receiver.
To generate a full spherical-pattern measurement, it is necessary to change the
relationship between the antenna under test and the measurement antenna and repeat the
previous polar test for each new orientation. The changes in orientation must be
perpendicular to the plane of measurement to completely cover a spherical surface.
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